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Support urged
by Weinberger

State
gives
grant

by Phillip B. Wilson
assistant managing editor

by Valeric Clplak
managing editor

Out of 61 proposals submitted
I by state universities for a prestigious state grant, nine departments from four universities
I were chosen.
The University's department
| of chemistry was one of them.
It was the only department at
the University to submit a proposal for the Eminent Scholar
award, initiated by the Ohio
| Board of Regents.
The award of $500,000, to be
I matched by the University to
I total a $1 million endowment,
I will be used to hire a scholar in
| photochemical sciences.
Selection has already begun
Ifor the scholar, who will bring
["national recognition" to the
I University, and to its one-year[old Center for Photochemical
Sciences, according to Douglas
[Neckers, director of the center
land chair of the chemistry de[partment.
"I AM very excited about the
[new center," Neckers said."It
[will strengthen our ties in the
[industry. It will assist us in
[attracting the best faculty and
■the best students to this Univer|sity."
The industries affected by
[photochemical sciences include
nediciiie, electonics and the
[printing business. Uses of photochemistry, the use of light to
ause chemical reactions, vary
i the painting of cars to the
production of computer chips.
"Photochemists are doing
' ngs which weren't even
nought of ten years ago,"
tecker said.
HE SAID he expects the Cener for Photochemical Sciences,
only one of its kind in the
ountry, to play a part in the
next decade's advancements.
"We are doing very basic reti. The type of research whi
Ich will serve as the building
[blocks for future products and
[inventions," he said.
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Caspar Weinberger

Carrel restrictions set
by Beth Gilbert
staff reporter

If you are not writing a thesis
or a dissertation, studying for
comprehensives or researching,
you will not be assigned a research carrel at Jerome Library, according to a library
administrator.
William Miller, assistant
dean of libraries, said a new
policy will restrict carrel use to
the fourth, seventh and eighth
floors for graduate students and
faculty who can demonstrate a
need for library space.
THE FORMAT, which begins
this fall, will distribute the carrels more equally, Miller said.
Some graduate students have

abused their carrel space in the
past, he said.
The result has been a waiting
list with three times as many
names as carrels.
The old policy extended use of
a carrel for an entire academic
year, compared to the new policy's one-semester limit. Students and faculty must reapply
each semester.
Although the new policy will
still issue carrels on a firstcome-first-served basis, those
who demonstrate need will be
pushed higher up on the list.
Graduate students will have to
obtain approval from their advisers in order to be considered
for a carrel, said Mary Beth
Zachary, coordinator of circulation services.

The policy was proposed by
the Library Advisory Committee, composed of faculty members, a graduate student, an
undergraduate student and the
dean of libraries as an ex-off icio
member.
REACTION TO the policy,
which was adopted this spring,
has been good so far, according
to Miller. The graduate student
on the committee presented the
proposal to the Graduate Student Senate, which approved the
ve'U probably have some
angry students," Zachary said,
"but those doing serious research will be appreciative."
Applications are available at
the circulation desk and should
be returned there.

While a wide range of issues
were discussed, Secretary of
Defense Caspar Weinberger
centered on the problems in
Nicaragua at last Wednesday's
press conference.
The press conference, which
followed a 35-minute address to
the Buckeye Boys State Conference, was held on the second
floor of Anderson Arena.
Weinberger answered three
questions about the South American country, all pertaining to
the United States' stance on
funding the contras.
Weinberger said the problems
in Nicaragua stem from an unfaithful Sandinista government
which has not honored its original promises.
THE SECRETARY stressed
the importance for the United
States to continue its supportive
effort of the contras.
"We can do a lot to help," he
said. "We've helped a great deal
with training and supplies."
Asked if Nicaragua would be
better off with former President
Anastasio Somoza, who was
exiled in 1979, Weinberger reiterated the United States' motives for the aid.
"We're talking about helping
people rebuild against Somoza,
and who were part of the rebellion and who were promised, as
part of that rebellion, civil human rights they are now being
denied, Weinberger said.

Weinberger was asked to clarify the status of the M-l tank,
which is produced in Lima and is
rumored to have problems.
"THE STATUS is that it's a
very good tank," he said. "It's
the best tank we've ever had
... and it's the first tank we've
ever had that is superior to the
Soviets."
Earlier, during the speech to
the Boys Staters, Weinberger
said there have not been any
terrorist actions from Libya's
Moammar Gaddafi since the
United States' successful air
strike in April.
"The attack on Libya was
designed to demonstrate to Gaddafi, and indeed everyone else,
that terrorism as they practice
it has a very high cost to pay,"
he said. "We hope too high a
cost."
In the meantime, Weinberger
told the boys the United States
must continue in its efforts to
improve the military.
"THE ONLY way to keep the
peace, freedom, and be allowed
to keep our rights, is to have
sufficient military strength," he
said. "We'd much rather spend
our money on other things without that kind of military
strength, but we lay ourselves
open to other countries.
"That would be, in President
Reagan's words, tempting tyranny," Weinberger said.

WBGCI-TV to sign off for one month
by Mike Amburgey
reporter

Television viewers turning the dial to
Channel 57 during July will find WBGUTV off the air, but not permanently.
WBGU-TV plans to cease broadcasting
next month so that a new, one million
watt transmitter can be installed at the
current transmitter site in Deshler.
The new transmitter, built in Southwyck, Mass., by Comarck Communications Inc.. will boost Channel 57's area
coverage by 385 square miles, according
to Ron Gargasz, program manager.

Gargasz said the new transmitter accompanies a channel frequency change
for the station. When WBGU-TV resumes
broadcasting on or before Aug. 1, viewers can find the station on Channel 27,
Gargasz said.

Mechanical flaws and the age of the
General Electric transmitter caused
Channel 57 to go off the air in the past,
Gargasz said.
"The old G.E. transmitter is twelve
years old," he said. "The average life of
this type transmitter is ten years."

"THE NEW channel will give us a
lower frequency, a better signal and
more area coverage," Gargasz said.
WBGU-TV will cease broadcasting at
midnight June 30. Removal of the old
transmitter will begin immediately, followed by the installation of the new
transmitter.

Gargasz said the cost of the transmitter and the switch to Channel 27 totals
just under $1.5 million. Funding comes
from five areas, including a federal
Sant, state appropriations, the WBGU' equipment depreciation fund and
from individuals and small business
members of the station, Gargasz said.

GENERAL ELECTRIC no longer
manufactures transmitters, and parts
for repairs during breakdowns are difficult to find, Gargasz said.
"The new transmitter will operate at a
lower cost and give viewers a crisper
picture," he said.

Channel 57 hopes to raise the remaining money from corporations and foundations, Gargasz said.
"There shouldn't be as many malfunctions, and we'll be on a lower operating
cost, he said. "We're elated."

Hiring ethics questioned
State rep plans to investigate recommendation form
by Mike Amburgey
staff reporter

Ohio Represenative Randall
I Gardner (R-Bowling Green))
I plans to contact Governor RichLard Celeste this week over a
[concern about selection methods
■for governmental hiring at
[county and state levels.
| The concern stems from one of
| Gardner's constituents, who
I Gardner said went to Wood
I County Democratic Party
I Chairman Allen Baldwin's law
I office seeking a recommendaItion for a job at the county
I government level.
Kevin Wehner, a University
I graduate student in public adI ministration, said he received a
I form to fill out. Baldwin's secreI tary had told him it was used in
[the selection process for Jobs in
[state and local government.
WEHNER SAID he told the
secretary he would take the
form home and return it to Baldwin's office. The secretary said
the form was not to leave the
office, Wehner said.
Wehner said he left the office
with the form. After looking it

over, Wehner said he contacted
authorities to see if the form was
a proper tool for government
personnel selection.
Gardner said he has seen the
form, and questions it.
"I'm not alleging anything,
but the form does call to question many of the same things in
the Cleveland and Columbus
newspapers regarding improper
hiring of state personnel,''Gardner said.
SOME OF the requested information on the form is questionable, Gardner said. He referred
to specific questions about the
applicant's voting records for
Snmary and general elections
om 1949 to the present.
The section of the form for
approval signatures by a Wood
County Democratic Committee
member, Baldwin and Patrick
Ng, Wood County Celeste Coordinator, also concerns Gardner,
he said.
"I don't understand why a
Celeste coordinator has to be
involved in that," Gardner said.
"What have you done for the
Democratic Party in the last
five years?" is another question

on the form, along with "What
are you willing to do for the
Wood County Democratic
Party?"
He said Monday he would be
discussing that matter with
House of Represenative members Tuesday, along with contacting Celeste.
BALDWIN SAID the form is
used for references for Jobs
within government. "It's an internal document that doesn't
leave my office," he said. "I
make recommendations for jobs
for both Republicans and Democrats."
Baldwin said he receives requests for jobs 20 or 30 times
each month. The form does not
have any Qualifications for positions, ana Baldwin said he
writes letters to appropriate
people in different agencies.
"I've probably received 500 to
a thousand requests for recommendations in the last three or
four years. I'm not embarrassed
by the document," Baldwin said.
He said the questions asked on
the form are for a screening
erocess before recommendaons are made.
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Out With The Old

Ed Clark (left) and Earl Lentz of the Mosser Construction Company remove the old safety railing as
part of the Jerome Library patio reconstruction project.

Older adults share week-long instruction with class
by J.red O. Wadley
staff reporter

Some students enrolled in
| summer classes at the Univerlaity may realize that it's never
I too late to go to school.
From July 6 to 12, Bowling
Green State University will be
among 18 Ohio colleges and universities hosting its third elder! hostel program.
Elderhostela are educational
(programs that allow older
■dolts to enjoy inexpensive-

week-long instruction at universities, according to Lynn Zulauf.
assistant to the director of
Continuing Education.
"HOSTELERS MUST be 60
and over. This year members of
our group, whose ages range
from 60 to 86, are coming from
California, Wisconsin, Florida,
Michigan, Indiana, Pennsylvania, Slinois and Ohio," she said.
In the fall of 1974, Martin
Knowlton, a teacher and world
traveler, met with David Bianco, the director of residential

life at the University of New
Hampshire, Zulauf said.
These travel-loving men
brainstormed about a service
for the elderly, she said.
About 220 participants were
involved with five New Hampshire institutions in the summer
of 1975, Zulauf said.
Today, almost 100,000 people
are enrolled In 800 elderr. „MMS
I around the worl'', she
"SOME COLLEGES offer elderhostel programs in the fall
v

and winter. We only offer it In
the summer because there
would be a housing shortage
during the school year (fall and
spring semesters)," she said.
According to Zulauf, people
come from all types of educational and sodo-ecomlcal backgrounds.
The University is offering
three hostel programs, Zulauf
said.
"Understanding Your Sleep:
Normal/Abnormal Sleep" is being taught by Peter Badia. Some

topics to be covered include
sleep disorders and therapy,
daytime performance, and
changes in sleep with age.
Scott Regan will instruct
"Backstage Broadway," a class
offering a director's view of
show business through hands-on
experiences.
The last program, "You Are
Your Family History - Preserving a Good Tale." will be taught
by Andrew Gulliford. The historian-photographer will help hostels rediscover the importance

of their history.
"People who attend have a
curiosity about living and a love
of learning. They're great students - and they make the professors work hard," she said.
The cost of the program is
(205, which includes room,
meals and other expenses. Zulauf said hostelships (scholarships) based on financial need
are available.
"The price Is affordable, and
the experience Is wonderful,"
she said.

.
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Security needed
Production of over-the-counter capsules must be
examined more closely by drug manufacturers.
People die or become seriously ill and medications
are pulled from the shelves, yet scattered reports
of tainted capsules continue.
Last week Bristol-Myers, one of the largest
pharmeceutical manufacturers in the United
States, withdrew all of its capsule products from
drue and grocery store shelves. This was the result
of the deaths of two Seattle-area residents from
cyanide poisoning.
According to the U.S. Food and Drug Administration, both people were victims of cyanide-tainted
bottles of Extra-Strength Excedrin capsules. And a
third bottle believed to have been tampered with
has been found.
Bristol-Myers is not the first drug manufacturer
to withdraw its over-the-counter products. In February Johnson & Johnson pulled all of its capsule
medications after the tampering of their Tylenol
capsules.
Many people have died in the past few years
because of a trend in drug poisoning. Most major
medication manufacturers have taken extra packaging precautions, but even those triple safety
seals are not enough.
Obviously, the danger does not always lie in the
warehouses or in the stores; there are opportunities for tampering with the capsules during production.
One of the major concerns of the drug manufacturers should be to find who is contaminating the
capsules with poison and where. Then, the companies should eliminate the possibilities. Companies
should maintain more security at the production
plants and better screening of potential employees.
Instead of adding another seal to a box which
may already be tainted, these drug manufacturers
should work to remove any chance for an unbalanced or malicious individual to tamper with their
products.
And until these products are guaranteed to be
safe, the public should avoid any capsule medication. Those who don't are putting an unfounded
trust in drug manufacturers.

Creampuff scandal
breaks in Minneapolis
by Mike Royko
I'm not easily shocked. And I
thought that I was beyond being
disillusioned by any betrayal of
the public trust. But the scandal
in Minneapolis has left me wondering if honesty and goodness
exist anywhere in this country.
We expect political scandals
here in Chicago. And who but the
most naive was surprised when
New York politicians were revealed to be on the take. We'd be
amazed if they weren't.
Certain cities are identified
with such political mischief.
Newark. Miami, Detroit, maybe
New Orleans. But Minneapolis?
It has always been a do-gooders
town. Most of them are simple
folk who want little more in life
than to occasionally swallow a
herring and own a sturdy shovel.
But this squeaky-clean image
of Minneapolis is no more. Not
since the recent indictment of
the notorious George L. Belair. I
can't imagine how anyone could
be unaware of this shocking
story, but in case you happened
to miss it, here are the facts.
Belair, age 71, was a candidate for election to the Minneapolis City Council last November.
Although he lost the election,
Belair was indicted recently for
violating the state's campaign
laws. It seems that as part of his
campaign strategy, he would
visit senior citizen groups, but
went beyond making his campaign pitch. When he went to see
the geezers, he would give them
free Twinkles and Ho Ho's.
That's right. An investigation
has shown that during his campaign, he passed out free
Twuikies and Ho Ho's that had a
total retail value of more than
$31. Under the state's campaign
laws, it's illegal for a candidate

to give away food or drink in
hopes of gaining votes. Even
Twinkles and Ho Ho's.
Apparently Belair was not
very furtive when he spread
around the goodies. He didn't
slide them under the table or
pass them along in an unmarked
bag. He would show up at the
nursing home meeting room and
brazenly say something like:
"Here, Myrtle, have a Twinkie.
Clarence, would you like a Ho
Ho with your coffee?"
This did not go unobserved.
His sharp-eyed opponent, an incumbent alderman, got wind of
the free food and brought the
matter to the attention of the
county prosecutor. And after a
lengthy investigation, evidence
was presented to a grand jury.
The jurors voted to indict Belair.
The cops slapped the cuffs on
him and took him to court. He
will be tried at a future date, but
he said he would plead not guilty
and denied that he had give the
T-.vinkies and Ho Ho's in hopes of
getting somebody's vote.
A likely story if I ever heard
one. Not that I would prejudge
Belair, but when a politician
gives somebody a free Twinkie,
what motive can he possibly
have than to get a vote in return
for the payoff?
Are we to believe that he simply took pleasure in wat
room full of old coots i
away at Twinkies and Ho Ho's?
If he's convicted, Belair could be
sentenced to up to 90 days in jail
and fined $700.
That seems like a pretty soft
sentence for somebody who
would do something as cynical
as give a potential voter a
Twinkie.
Royko is a columnist for the
Chicago Tribune
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Kids don't need action figures
"Rambo, can you blow up that
peasant village?"
"Yeah."
"Rambo, can you stomp all
Well, it was inevitable. Coleco
Industries, the toy manufactur- over that horde of 3,000 coming company that struck it rich mies?"
"Yeah."
with the Cabbage Patch dolls, is
"Rambo, when I grow up, can
putting out another line - the
Rambo doll. It's sure to be a big I be like you?"
"Yeah.*'
seller, if only because few shopThat last hypothetical head-topers who see it glaring at them
from the shelves will have the head is the reason why 10 members of the War Resistors
guts to pass it by.
League picketed a stockholder's
From what I understand, the
Rambo doll will be your typical meeting a couple of weeks ago.
"action figure" (that's toy com- The protesters think that the
pany jargon for "war toy"), Rambo toy line will make fightsporting a wealth of explosive ing look exciting to children.
accessories and plenty of built- Coleco. on the other hand, conin biceps. Of course, if Coleco tends that the Rambo figure is a
wants to make the doll a realis- "patriotic role model. And if
tic duplicate of the character your idea of patriotism is to blow
Cyed by Sylvester Stallone, up a single enemy with an exy'll have to make it a talking ploding arrow, I guess it is.
Back when I was a kid, there
doll. Pull Rambo's string and he
grunts "Yeah." That way, a kid was only one doll that boys
can wile away the hours having would have been, well, caught
thrilling conversations with dead with-G.I. Joe, produced
by Hasbro. Back then, Joe was a
little Rambo.
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follows on the back of the package: "Joined the Marines at 19
and had a spiritual awakening
on the grenade range."
Although I knew some kids
who played with G.I. Joes, I
could never get interested in
them. Playing with dolls struck
me as being too far removed
from reality. If I wanted to play
something, I played it myself. I
didn't have some doll do it for
me. If I wanted to play baseball,
I played baseball; I didn't shell
out five bucks for some stiff
Mickey Mantle doll.
Looking back, girls in my day
didn't have the options that I
did. Most everything they
played was a step removed from
reality. Besides playing with
dolls, they played house.
Rather, they pretended to play
it, since there wasn't really a
car, stove or husband to be
found in their playroom. So
there they were pretending to
play house while my friends
were pretending to be putting
Joe through maneuvers, and
there I was out taking real
swings at a real baseball or
catching real fish with real
worms.
It's not that I'm against
child's play that involves the
imagination. But, as far as the
play of girls goes, I'm glad that
these days they have more options.
And, as for the boys, I don't
think they need "action figures"
to be the sole instrument of their
imagination. If it were up to me,
Coleco should stick with the Cabbage Patch line and leave war
games to the adults.
"Don't you agree, Rambo
doll?"
"Yeah."
Hergert, a teaching fellow in
English from Slayton, Minn., is
a columnist for The News.

Family's love mixed with obligation
Grandmother isolated from her relatives by more than a stairway
Scott Munn
The room is dark and
dreary. Dust floats on the few
columns of light which manage to bless the wooden floor.
A soft scratch and a hidden
thump betray the presence of
not a mouse, but an uninvited
cat.
"What are you doing in
here? Get out of here, you."
The accent is foreign, and
the tired venom is directed at
a pint-sized lord, swishing his
tail and playing with a few
springs underneath the sofa
bed. He looks up at her from
under the bed and yawns.
Her grandchildren are
downstairs.
The muted dialogue of a
television show can be heard,
interrupted by the laughter of
a telephone conversation. Arguments periodically break
out, distinguished by volume
and just shy of coherence.
Doors slam, and electricity is
wasted.
The indiscriminate energy
of childhood mocks her labored movements. She worries over the delinquent cat,
pain or weariness embellished on her features.
Unheard, she calls for one
of the children to take the
animal away. Then, an admonishment Just above a whisper: "That girl does
everything except what she's
supposed to."
The bed takes up the entire
room, absorbing her fragileness and dampening the
echoes of occasional traffic
outside her window. One is
reminded of a closed container, no air to circulate and
wash against its occupant.
A preserved specimen.
The stairway which separates her from her progeny is
a very real barrier. Invested
with age, her navigation is
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foot tall and came with a spiffy
set of olive-drab battle fatigues.
His body had joints at the neck,
elbows, wrists, waist and knees
so he culd be put into a variety of
poses, all of which looked uncomfortable.
He also had a small scar on his
face, the result of a battle or a
slip of the razor (his hands were
frozen in the postition one would
use in disposing of a single dead
fish by the tail, a pose that
couldn't have been very effective for practical matters such
as shaving.)
That's what Joe was like during his first ten-year tour of
duty. In 1974, Hasbro gave him
his discharge - no doubt an honorable one - because rising oil
prices made his huge plastic
body too expensive. They
brought him back four years
ago, reduced from his Brobdignaeian scale to a mere four
inches. He now comes in a variety of roles, including a mine
detector who is described as

The BG News editorial page is
your campus forum.
Letters and guest columns
should be typewritten, doublespaced and signed. Your address (or OCMB number) and
telephone number must be included.
7he BG News reserves the
right to reject submissions.

poor and her bones unassuming. A lifetime of living demands that she take it easy.
Yet it is difficult to let fee
confines of her physiology
dictate her freedom - and so
the faithful and fateful daily
voyages down each stair will
iirobably continue until her
egs are replaced by wheels.
Or until her heart catches up
with its destination.
Her movements, slow and
controlled, match the speed
of her coordination but invite
an unspoken, almost playful
derision from her grandchildren. Their voices are quick
with respect but ther eyes are
bright with impatience.
The children aren't to
blame, though. Their blood is
too rich and too red to be
diluted with a premeditated
unkindness. They are merely
guilty of youth, and under its
protection. The assorted
crimes of innocence will go
unpunished until their maturity reaches maturity.
Somehow, over the years,
she has lost touch with them
and their reality. The joy she
felt at their birth was removed, as was the pain, so
the woman they have in common has served mostly as a
liason between young and old,
dawn and sunset.
Her world and its harsh
climate has given way to
their relatively frictionless
delivery. Although their sun
is grimier, hers was frugal
with its shadows. They have
the bomb, but she had influenza. And now the bomb,
too. At some point her memories have become their history; now her vocalized
experiences are attributed to
senility and her wisdom is
questioned.
Grandmother is now free
from the worries of running a
household, yet is caught in the
mesh of its operations; she is

an interruption to be dealt
with rather than confided in.
Her habits are too ingrained
to be cast off. Her helpfulness, at once pleading and
proud, is soon lust tolerated
within the confines of forced
familiarity

To the grandchildren, she
has become another parent to
obey, although lightly and
with the contempt of a perceived, unearned authority.
They are free to contradict
her in tones gently chiding,
steeped in their superior and
newer knowledge of the universe and its workings.
Without ceremony and almost overnight, they adopt
the role of parents and feel
delegated to care for her as
you would care for one who is
weak, unworldly and unaware of the intricate secrets
of men and women. Although
entrusted to their care, she is
not entrusted to their equality.
Sometimes she is fatalistic,
and the children scold her for
this.
"Don't talk like that," they
seriously and almost mournfully interject.
"You've got a good number
of years ahead of you."
"You're only as old as you
feel."
She allows no trace of bitterness, nor any semblance of
a life wasted, to appear. She
merely agrees, probably with
a silent amendment that it's
an easy thing to say when you
feel young. It is quite likely
and not at all ludricous, however, that she may not feel
the same degree of tragedy at
her advanced years that her
grandchildren unwittingly raHer sense of peace, intact
and uncoerced, has survived
the artificial atmosphere of
unease that is magnified by
the often-exaggerated polite-
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In much the same manner
that the grandchildren suddenly and smugly age when
attached with her attention,
so does her daughter grow
young and defenseless.
Speech patterns develop a
tepid edge, statements
change into suggestions, and
familial policy defenses melt
into courteous deference - up
to a point.
Gradually, inexorably, resentment steps in where deference steps out, and the
grandmother is left to fend
tor herself in a house of delicate disarray. Fine-tuned to
the hostility she is engendering, or perhaps in spite of it,
she disappears into a sullen
obedience, reuniting with her
freedom only when her treshave been deemed
Grandmother was taken
into their home with a mixture of love and obligation.
She needed them, and they
needed to help.
The glaring casualty is the
angel of integrity.
Munn is a freshman from
Tiffin.

by Berke Breathed
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ness of caring relatives who
are uneasy at the mortality
she represents.
She has adapted to the
wishes of nature; they owe it
similar loyalty.
There exists a tension between her and her daughter
which is solely a by-product
of her daughter's liberation
from the crib. While there Is
reverence in the conversation
of the grandmother, it is tempered with an almost comical
disbelief that "Operation:
Adulthood" continues afloat
without the benefit of her
advice. Blamelessly, she desires to remain an integral
force in the play of her daughter's decisions.
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Prof Rewrites* history
Book demythologizes Hollywood's World War II
Hess said the book tries to
cover the war from the perspective of the United States.
"The history of World War
Hollywood's silver screen
versions of the events in II is taught differently in dif
World War II are often mis- ferent countries," he said.
Hess
leading and glorified, accordsaid the
ing to one University
greatest
dessor who has written a
myth of
; on the war.
the war
Gary Hess, chairman of the
was that
history department, tries to
there was
dispel many of these myths in
complete
his recently published book,
cooperThe United States at War,
ation
1941-1945.
among the
Hew
Hess exposes many of the
four major
myths of the war in his book,
including the misconceptions allies: Britain, the United
that the allied bombing of States, China and the Soviet
Germany had a great impact Union.
The British were concerned
on the Nazi war effort, that
General Douglas MacArthur with the future of their emwas an infallible leader, and pire after the war, he said,
that the Royal Air Force was especially since the United
an outclassed underdog States was a combatant in the
against the German Luft- Pacific and in Europe and
waffe in the Battle of Britain. was becoming a global
power.
HESS SAD) China was con'TVE WANTED to do this
for 10 years, but it was writ- cerned more with fighting
ten during the last three communist rebels than the
years," he said. "I became Japanese. The Soviet Union
interested after teaching an wanted a second European
American history survey front, in France, over a year
before D-Day, he said.
course."
by Brett A. Arbogut
reporter

However, the four countries
did cooperate enough to win
the war, he said. The LendLease program was a major
effort of the allies to provide
arms to areas that were facing a threat.
Hess emphasized the
stronger American emotions
toward Japan during World
War II, because of Pearl Harbor. With the belief that there
was a Just cause for the war
and the desire for revenge,
many Americans wondered
why we didn't use more
atomic bombs against Japan.
"Americans hated the Japanese people and fascism,
however they respected the
German people but not their
leaders,''he said.
ANOTHER UNREALISTIC
ideal from Hollywood scripts
depicted the American resolve of the army and navy
working together to defeat
Japan. Hess referred to it as
"two feudal landlords fighting for power and prestige."
The navy was upset because they had to stop their
island campaign so MacArthur could return to the Phillipines, he said.

Philosophy and Policy Center
recognized internationally
by Ron Coulter
news editor

Tlie University's Social Philosophy and Policy Center,
tucked away on Troup Avenue,
may be a more familiar spot to
scholars from around the world
than it is to many students.
The center is chartered as a
research center, and is not directly tied to any of the University's academic departments,
according to Jeffrey Paul, associate director of the center.
"A number of the administrators for the center are faculty
members in academic departments, however the research we
do is interdisciplinary," he said.
'"The center's main function is
engaging in research of public
issues from a philosophical perspective," he said. "We consider
the ethical and moral aspects of
public policy."
ONE OF the ways the center
fulfills its function is to sponsor
conferences featuring scholars
in areas of public policy.
The lectures delivered by the
speakers are collected and published, fulfilling another function of the center.
"By publishing the papers, we
can nave an impact on public

policy," Paul said.
In addition to the conference
lectures, the center publishes
books, essays and a journal,
"Social Philosophy and Policy.
Fred Miller, executive director of the center, said the center
will host a series of conferences
on the economic aspects of the
U.S. Constitution in observance
of the Constitution's bicentennial next fall.
THE CENTER has recently
been awarded a $1 million challenge grant by the Stranahan
Foundation of Toledo. The
"challenge" is that the center
must solicit an equivalent
amount from private foundations to receive the money, Paul
said.
"We have raised $695,000 so
far," he said. "We would like to
raise the rest of the money by
the end of the year."
Paul believes the research
center is an asset to the University's overall stature.
"A university's reputation is
generally built on the quality of
le faculty, and the faculty is
judged by the quality of its research," Paul said.
MILLER SAID the center's
reputation has made it possible
to attract well-known senior re-
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PAUL SAID the center,
formed in 19R1, grew out of the
University's graduate program
in philosophy.
"The University has an applied philosophy program established in the 1970s, the research
center seemed like a natural
extension," Paul said.
Miller said the University's
Master of Arts program in philosophy is a highly regarded
program, thus the caliber of the
two programs have complemented each other.

Buy one at the regular price —
get the second one

We also carry broccoli, green beans, large bell peppers, head lettuce,
blueberries, Santa Rosa plums, Chiquita bananas, Thompson seedless
grapes, fresh mushrooms, and much more produce, plus a line of dairy
products along with Amish cheese and trail bologna.

TODAY!... TODAY!

"Occasionally undergraduate
students take an independent
readings course in a particular
area, out generally graduate
students in the philosophy department use the faculties to
work on theses," he said.
Another way in which graduate students make use of the
center is to have professors
from the center serve on dissertation committees.

FREE TOPS

^gfll

Super Special . . .
10 lb. White California Potatoes
$ ^
with every $10 purchase of produce
Fresh Sweet Corn

search fellows from around the
world.
Paul said approximately 17
people are employed by the center, including faculty, graduate
and undergraduate students.
Paul said graduate students
tend to use the center more than
undergraduate students.
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Boys State celebrates 50th
BG hosts largest conference; 1,438 delegates attend
by Phillip B. Wilson
assistant managing editor

The state of Ohio has the largest Boys State conference in the
country, so it's not surprising
that a variety of state and government officials visited the
University last week to help
celebrate its 50th anniversary.
The political entourage was
highlighted by a visit from Secretary of Defense Casper Weinberger, who addressed the 1,438
Boys State participants at Anderson Arena last Wednesday.
The conference, sponsored by
the American Legion, is a nineday simulation where high
school rising seniors are taught
the fundamentals of government
and public service.
And who better to talk to the
boys than Weinberger, a former

Boys Stater in California.
The 68-year-old Pentagon official and cabinet member for
President Reagan gave the Boys
State participants a word of
advice.
"I would urge all of you to
make public service, in one way
or another, a vital part of your
life," he said. "I'm a very strong
believer in what you are doing
.. .you get sort of a glimpse this
week of the challenges of government."

It was the second time in three
years the Secretary of Defense
has visited the University for the
conference, his last trip was in
1964.

WEINBERGER STRESSED
the importance of youth involvement in politics because students, such as these at Boys
State, represent the nation's
best hope for a successful future.
"That's the great thing about
this program, he said. "It
starts people out early."

A thoughtful mood (left) as Caspar Weinberger speaks.

BG News/Scott MacDonald
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Celebrezze addresses concerns
of terrorism, crowded prisons
by Valerie CJptak
managing editor

'-V4.

After inducting the justelected officials of the Boys
State government, Ohio Sufreme Court Chief Justice
rank Celebrezze spoke candidly about inherent problems in
law and government.
"Years ago a very smart man
said that all that is needed for
evil to triumph is for good men
to do nothing," Celebrezze said,
referring to nationwide problems like crime and terrorism.
"The specter of terrorism has
cast its shadow on travel and
foreign policy," he said.
And overcrowded prisons
have allowed more and more
convicted criminals on the
streets, leaving citizens feeling
frustrated and helpless, he said
"OUR GOVERNMENT has

grown more and more distant
from its people," said Celebrezze.
But Americans are basically
optimistic in nature, according
to Celebrezze. He told Boys
Staters that their generation,
and all other successive generations, would continue to adjust to
a changing world.
"When Isee your enthusiasm
... I know that America is
bound to survive any ordeal it
may have to face in the future."
Celebrezze warned the members of the simulated government that public service
rewards "come from within, not
without."
"The reward of public service
is not money, for money is better
involved in the private sector,"
he said.
The chief justice spoke about
the law profession, calling it

"the noblest profession in the
history of the world."
"Some people, notably the insurance companies, say that
there are too many lawyers in
the world today," he said.
"I HOPE none of them are
here to see this tonight," he said
to the group of Boys Staters that
were inducted as lawyers roughly one third of those in
Anderson Arena.

BG News/Scott MacDonald
A somber group of legionnaires (above) keeps an eye on the crowd as
well as the speaker.

And finally, like all other
guests at the week-long mock!;overnment convention, Ceebrezze commended the sponsors of the event.
"The American Legion has
seen to it, in a quiet way, that the
people who have shared their
blood, their sweat, and yes, their
tears too, are not forgotten by
the United States of America/1
he said.

BG News/Scott MacDonald

BG News Scott MacDonald

Opening day assembly at this year's Boys State.

BG News/ Bob Schlndler
Ohio Secretary of State Sherrod Brown (above) kicks off Boys State
as Monday's keynote speaker.

U.S. Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger (right) and Congressman Delbert Latta (far right) receive a warm welcome as they arrive at
Anderson Arena.

50-star flag earns student B minus
by Scott MacDonald
staff photographer

The Sfrstar flag of the United State* was
designed by a junior in high school. At the
time there were only 48 states.
Robert Heft said, "I got a B minus.
"My professor pointed out to me that
there were only U states at the time." Heft
said, "so I explained my thoughts that
Alaska and Hawaii would soon join the
Union. My professor said it lacked originality."
AT THIS time Heft began writing letters
to his congressman, asking him to show the

flag around Washington to see if anyone
liked it It didn't seem to catch on, but he
kept writing letters through his junior and
senior yean of high school. Two weeks after
Heft's graduation his congressman told him
President Eisenhower liked his 50-star flag.
About 3:00 p.m., the president called
Heft's workplace and asked, "Is this Robert
Heft?"
"Yes, it is, but you can call me Bob," Heft
replied.
THE PRESIDENT invited him to Washington, D.C. for the Fourth of July. So Heft
put the president on hold and asked his boas
& he could have the time off. His boss said

'yes.' But Heft wasn't sure bow to address
the president.
So he asked,"Dwight, are you still there? "
The rest is history.

Heft has since spoken in all 50 states and is
presently the mayor of Napoleon, Ohio. The
cost of the first Sag, for Robert Heft, was
under S3. It's now insured through Lloyds of
London for $500,000.
He concluded by asking the audience to
join him in the pudge of allegiance to the
Brat fifty-star flag of the United States.
"I also went oack to my old history
teacher and got my grade changed to an A,"
he laughed.

Governor Richard Celeste
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'Karate Kid II': A sequel worth seeing
sonal adversary.
The remainder of the movie
has many of the same elements
as the original "Karate Kid."
Daniel runs into Sato's nephew
everytime be turns the corner
and promptly takes an inordinant amount of physical abuse.
Somehow he manages to survive
and gets in a few good licks
himself.
In between fights, the lanky
teen manages to meet and fall in
love with Kumiko (Tamlvan Tomita), an attractive Okinawa
girl. As was the case in the first
movie, a final showdown is imminent.
THE RELATIONSHIP of the
two lead characters in this
movie is what sets it apart from
any other slightly corny, roman-

of bodywork and his mother
wants to move to Fresno.
Mr. Miagi (Norivuki "Pat"
Morita), Daniel's best friend,
receives a letter from his old
sweetheart Yuke (Nobyukie) in
Okinawa who informs him that
his father is gravely ill.
MIAGI DECIDES to return to
his homeland to see his father
one last time. In lieu of spending
his summer in Fresno, Daniel is
able to persuade his mother to
let him go, too.
Once they arrive in Okinawa,
the real fun begins. Miagi's former best friend, Sato (Danny
Kameaona) is still eager to settle an old honor debt in a fight to
the death. Sato's belligerent
nephew Chocen (Yuji Okumoto)
instantly pegs Daniel as his per-

by John P. Gliebe
lifestyles editor

For those of you who have
never seen the first "Karate
Kid" movie, the drama, humor,
romance and action of "The
Karate Kid Part II" may just
win you over. However, if you
have seen the first "Karate Kid"
film, the sequel may prove to be
a bit repetitious, but enjoyable
just the same.
"The Karate Kid II" picks up
where the first movie left off.
Several months after his dramatic victory in the All Valley
Karate Tournament, Daniel LaRussa's (Ralph Macchio) fortunes have gone sour. His
relationship with his girlfriend
is on the rocks, his car is in need
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will be presented July 1-4, at the
newly renovated Bowling Green
Junior High School Auditorium.
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One of two musicals presented
this summer by the Bowling
Green Summer Musical Theater
will be "Godspell." .
The contemporary soft rock
musical, based on the last seven
days of the life of Christ according to the Gospel of St. Matthew,

THE MUSICAL first gained
national attention when it appeared off-broadway in 1971.
Godspell" was made into a
motion picture in 1973.
"The musical is going to be
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played by Kyle Marrero. who
recently portrayed Tony in the
University spring theater production of ''West Side Story."
Marrero will be a graduate student this fall.
Michael Nickley. graduatetheater major, will play the
parts of John the Baptist andi
Judas.
Tickets will go on sale Mon- day, June 23, and can be pur- ]
chased at the Moore Musical
Arts Center between 11 a.m.-l
p.m. and 5-7 p.m. weekdays.
Tickets are $5 and |7 for
adults; $3 and |5 for students
and senior citizens.
The Bowling Green Summer
Theater will also perform the hit
musical, "My Fair Lady" July
11-12 and 14-15.
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Miagi.
Producer Jerry Weintraub
and director John G. Avildsen
have broken the usual Hollywood tradition of following a
good movie with a poor sequel.
While there are obvious similarities in the themes and characters of "The Karate Kid" and
"The Karate Kid Part II," the
sequel is able to stand alone.
Primarily because of very
good character development
from top to bottom, a variety of
twists in the storyline, a change
in settings from California to
Japan and the humor injected
by the character of Miagi, it
isn't really necessary to nave
seen the first movie in order to
get full enjoyment from the
"Karate Kid Part n."
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really action-packed with a lot of
dance," said Tina Bunce, manager of publicity-publication for
the College of Musical Arts.
All performances are to begin
at 8 p.m., with the exception of
the July 4 performance, which
will begin at 7 p.m.
James Brown, director of choral music at Bowling Green
High School, is the producer for
the production, which has not
been performed in Bowling
Green for at least seven years,
according to Bunce.
GODSPELL WILL be directed
and choreographed by Raphael
Miller, who directed last year's
sold-out production of "Joseph
and the Amazing Technicolor
Dreamcoat."
The part of Jesus will be

Try out these ice cream specialties

We Carry
Both Beta I
and VHS
Tapes

Every 10th Movie Free!
• •••
ta Coming Soon:

makes him an extremely likeable character, and this humor
becomes an essential part of the
plot of the "Karate Kid Part II."
The antagonists of the story,
the vengeful Sato and Chocen,
play roles parallel to two characters in the original movie.
Despite this redundancy, they
do provide for some interesting
twists in the storyline, and their
personalities are distinct from
the characters in the first
movie.
DANIEL'S LOVE interest in
the second movie, Kumiko, is
more mature than his girlfriend
in the original Karate Kid, but
she plays much the same role a delightful diversion that leads
to conflict. Yuke plays a similar
role in her relationship with

'GodspeiT opens summer theater

10 oz. bottles

of POP with any
regular SUB purchase! J

\J

tic, action drama. Miagi and
Daniel become best friends in an
almost father-son relationship.
They complement each other
well.
Daniel shows sensitivity and a
precocious understanding of
adult problems. However, be
maintains an outward innocence
with his naive smile and unrefined New Jersey accent. His
relentless courage in the heat of
battle makes him a classic humble hero.
Miagi is Daniel's karate teacher and mentor, as well as his
friend. He leads Daniel with
pride, discipline and the wisdom
of his years. However, he peppers his bits of wisdom with
amusing quips in broken English. Miagi's sense of humor

Leasing, Inc.-
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s goes Eric Davis, so go the Reds
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l>y Matt Wlnkeljohn
i editor

CINCINNATI- A baseball team must
ave more than one quality player to
in consistently. If one of a team's top
llayers goes through a slump, another
i player must pick up the slack to
i keep the wins coming.
lie Cincinnati Reds' top dog is presntly rightfielder Dave Parker. But
rith Eric Davis in the lineup, the Reds'
' ances of winning increase. Davis can
many things: run, throw, hit for
ower and cover a great deal of ground
) the outfield.
•
[With only half as many at-bats as
rker, Davis is second on the team in
ne runs and RBI's with seven and
And he is fourth in the National
ague with 26 stolen bases after swip> three at Houston Monday night.
I Baseball is a game of numbers.

LATE IN 1984, Eric Davis appeared
for the first time in the Major Leagues.
In 57 games he hit only .224, but also
clubbed 10 home runs, drove in 30 runs
and stole 10 bases. In September, he hit
five home runs in four games, homering on four consecutive days. George
Foster last did that in 1978. No other
current Red can lay claim to the same
accomplishment.
NUMBERS CAUGHT UP with Davis.
Members of the Cincinnati organization and the media expected great
things of Davis. In the spring of 1985
Manager Pete Rose named him starting centefielder over Eddie Milner.
Milner started in center the previous
2V4 years. The pressure was on Davis to
perform.
He did not. Hitting less than .200,
Davis returned to the Red's AAA team
in Denver.
"They (the Reds) were looking for

me to do alot. Everyone wanted it all,"
Davis said. "It was not me trying too
hard or anything, it was them being
impatient."

"HEY. THAT KID, (23) plays like
the number on his back (44 like Henry
Aaron). He's a great talent," Tanner
said. "Last year we (Tanner was manager of the Pittsburgh Pirates) offered
John Candelaria straight up for Davis.
Candy could have helped them (Reds)
win the pennant."

ROSE AGAIN tabbed Eric centerfielder this spring. After a home run
and a stolen base on opening day. Davis
and the Reds slumped. Trying all imaginable lineups to break a long losing
streak, Rose moved Milner back to
center and Davis to the bench.
Three weeks ago Davis began playing more. His contributions are one of
the reasons why the Reds are playing
better. Cincinnati sports a 7-5 record
over last 12 games with four one-run
losses. In those games Davis hit safely
in 10 (14-38), hit three home runs, drove
in eight runs, stole 11 bases and scored
13 runs.
Atlanta Braves' Manager Chuck
Tanner likens Davis to one of the
greats.

Davis grew up with the Mets' Darryl
Strawberry and San Francisco third
baseman Chris Brown. He was All-Los
Angeles in basketball, football and
baseball while at Fremont High School.
The Reds made Eric Davis an eighthround draft choice in 1980.
Originally a shortstop, Davis was
switched to the outfield at Eugene,
Oregon in 1981 where he stole 40 bases
and nit .322 in the Rookie League.
Two-time National League MVP
Dale Murphy of the Atlanta Braves
agrees with the switch.

"HE'S GOT all the tools...speed,
power and a strong arm. He's come a
long way since last year," Murphy
said. "With all that speed he is so
exciting to watch. He's a very good
outfielder."
"I don't know if you can compare
him to the Hanker. You're talking
about a guy there who hit almost 800
home runs. But if Davis keeps it up "
Davis doesn't worry about living up
to specific expectations.
"I have no immediate goals other
than to be as good as I can be. I Just
want to stay healthy and put up the
numbers," ne said. "If I do that the
numbers will take care of themselves.
If they want to compare me to other
players like that when I'm done, that
is fine."
A lot of people in Cincinnati think it's
fine Eric Davis is a Red.

BG News/Alex Horvalh
good start, a hard slide and a bit of dust add up to stolen base number 23 for Eric Davis.
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Due to the July 4th holiday,
ADVERTISING DEADLINE
for the July 9th edition will be
Thursday, July 3rd, 11:30 a.m.
• 214 West Hall • 372-2601 •

THE BG NEWS
Cash & Carry

Fancy

Carnations

5£HfimEL

M ^American Heart
^Association

No Cover 1

8 210 N. Main
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J Polish off your week with

^SL

iM&Wsii*

\
7

It

RELIK
Friday & Saturday
June 27 & 28

->4 |

<«<». $5.

Mixed

Bouquets

Myles Flowers
434 E. Wooster

352-2002

Monogrammed
Glassware

Jfcc
IIS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL?
WE HAVE THE CURE

One Price!

12953 KRAMER RD
- BO. -

I BO'S LARGEST
I AND MOST
I COMPLETE
IMPORT
I FACILITY

352-7031

Get a pair of regular prescription eye glasses and a
pair of prescription sunglasses all at one low price!
Choose from our wide variety of selected frames
with glass or plastic, oversize or tinted lenses. Some
specialized bifocals are slightly more.
Permanently etched
with one, two or three initials

• Steins
• Highballs
• Pitchers • Wines
Order yours today
YOUR PURCHASE WILL BE GIFT WRAPPED . . . FREEI

Single Vision

Bifocals

$7988 $H988
For Both Pairs

For Both Pairs

One Day Service for most prescriptions with
experienced Opticians at your service.
You must be completely satisfied or
we will return your money.
OFFER EXPIRES JUNE 30. 1986
EYE EXAMINATIONS PRICED SEPERATELY

|EWELKV>TORE

w- -^ ^
iMaiterCardl

■ OW1IN4 CIII>.»HII

Opon
Mon., Tues, Wed., Frl. — 10 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
Thur». — 10 a.m.-8 p.m.
Sat. — 10 a.m.-5 p.m.

Burlington Optical
1955 S. Reynolds
382-2020

3153 W. Sylvania
472-1113

StodWftSa
352-2533
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Blind dog sometimes sees farthest
On Sports
by Phillip A. Schoen
sports columnist

Draft day has come and gone.
For once, Cavaliers' fans are not
left scratching heads in confusion and banging fists in frustration. There might be joy in the
land of Cleve, the Cav's did not
strike out.
In fact, it would be hard to find
another team that drafted as
well.
The Cav's will also be helped
by the NBA birth of John "Hot
Rod" Williams who was recently acquitted of charges for
throwing games in college.
It is amazing the Cav's pulled

this gem off without a head
coach or a general manager.
George Little, the interim head
coach, handled the draft. He
may not ecen be in Cleveland
next season.
Cleveland started at 11:30 the
night before the draft by surrendering power forward Hoy Hinson ana future considerations to
Philadelphia for the drafts' very
first pick.
The Cav's used the choice to
select North Carolina's Brad
Daugherty. In later rounds, the
Cav's selected two more 7-footers:
Daugherty's college twin-

tower teammate, Warren Martin, and Patrick Ewing's reSacement at Georgetown, shotocker Ralph Dalton.
The Cav's also took care of
their aging backcourt. They
made guard/forward Ron
Harper the draft's eighth pick.
And for their second-round draft
choice in 1989. plus future considerations, the Cav's landed
Dallas'second-rounder, guard
Mark Price, from Georgia Tech.
Considering who might not be
a Cav next year, the draft was
very important to Cleveland.
Roy Hinson is gone and forward
Phil Hubbard will be trying to
return from an injury. Ben Poquette is asking too much
($250,000) for a benchplayer.
World B. Free's days are numbered because of his age. Lonnie
Shelton is old and heavy with
bad knees. Who knows about
Mel " Diet for life" Turpin and

Keith "What rebound?" Lee?
The draft shored up a lot of
Cavalier shortcomings.
The Knicks joinedCleveland
in the spotlight. In the first
round, the New York chose Kentucky's 6-foot-8 all-universe forward Kenny "Sky" Walker.
Later, the Knicks drafted
guards Michael Jackson from
Georgetown, and Calvin Thompson of Kansas. Then, forwards
Jerome Mincy of the University
of Alabama-Birmingham, and
Butch Wade of Michigan, were
tabbed by New York. All have
NBA potential.
Atlanta had a good draft day.
They traded their first two
picks, Billy Thompson, Louisville's hot-shot guard, and Kansas swingman Ron Kellogg to
Los Angeles for Laker guard
Mike "Gimme a chance MoGee and the LA's first pick,
forward Ken Barlow of Notre

Dame.
The Hawks then chose exGeorgia forward Cedric Henderson, who played in Europe this
past season, and Illinois forward
Efram Winters.
Philadelphia made big
changes. In addition to the Hinson trade, Philadelphia traded
Moses Malone and Terry Catledge to Washington for center
Jeff Ruland and ex-Cav forward
Cliff Robinson. In the second
round, Philly chose Georgetown
forward David Wingate. This
remodeled front line could lead
to some kelly-green headaches.
DRAFT DAY BULLETS: The
Lakers didn't get the big man
the post-season shows they need.
Watch for a big trade.
With all the big men they
drafted, look for the Cav's to
name Willis Reed head coach.
It's hard to believe Michigan's
Roy Tarpley and Georgia Tech's

John Salley were selected ahead
of almost-certains like Playerof-the-Year Walter Berry of St.
Johns, and Dwayne ''Pearl"
Washington of Syracuse.
Ron Harper was the first
guard picked in the draft.
Dan Palombizio of Ball State,
the only other MAC player
drafted besides Harper, was
drafted in the seventh round,
pick number 159, by the 76'ers.
Boston College forward Tom
Ivey was made the 162nd, and
final, pick by Boston.
The USSR had more players
drafted than did the MAC: Arvidas Sabonis, a 7-footer, was chosen by Portland in the first
round; and Atlanta picked forward Alexander Volkov and center Valerie Tikhonenko ahead of
Palombizio.
WHERE IT'S REALLY AT:
Condolences to the family and
friends of Len Bias.

LONDON BRASS
Wed . July 16. 8 pm.. Kobacker. MMAC
S4 aduhs 1 S2 slurJente-Sr ctmena
Box Office open 11 am-1 pma 5-7 pm or
eel 372-8171
Special discount for Summer Musical
Theater ticket holders

FOR RENT

One bdrm untum apta aval now and in
August. Cal Newtove Management 352-5820
or atop In al 328 S Mam

Classifieds
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
BG s own RIGMAROLE Dance Company Per
kymng June 28th all 00 PM 5 8 00 PM al me
FlndHv moh School Auditorium Come on out
and support the arts'
BICYCLE THIS SATURDAY
Ca*h lor Can$
now paying 25 cents per b
newspapers' glass * oil
BG RECYCLING CENTER
lacross from College Park)515 E Poe Rd
Open 2nd a 4th Saturdays
9AM lo 2PM 352 5446
SENIORS
If YOU PLAN TO PARTICIPATE IN AUGUST
1986 COMMENCEMENT CEREMONIES
YOUR CAP AND GOWN ORDER MUST BE
PLACED BY JULY 16. 1986 PLEASE PLACE
YOUR ORDER AT THE ART COUNTER IN THE
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE OR BY PHONING
372-2861

"ATTENTION BQSU TOUR GUIDES"
SKJN UP FOR YOUR SUMMER TOURS
TODAY I
Tour Guide Otllce-IIO McFall

TYPING SERVICES lor al type* ol papers al
75 a page Idol sped I.
90 a page
dissertations-thesis 352-3987 8am-9pm

NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS:
Due to the July 4th holiday, display and
classified advertising deadline For theJuty
9th edition of The BG News will be Thura., Jury 3, 11.30 a.m.

Abortion Services i Information
Center for Choice
Toledo. Ohio
419-255-7769

Large 2 bdrm apta avail lor Fal Free water >
sewer Cal Newtove Management 362 5620
or atop m al 328 S Main

LOST & FOUND

SERVICES OFFERED
2 energetic hard working coeege students Wi
do any house cleaning a yard work Call
362-6127 or 352-7812

Kaplan
"Early Bird" classes.
Take one and
fly high on test day.
Want high scores on the MC AT,
LSAT. GMAT. DAT. or GRE? Kaplans
'Early Bird* classes will prepare
you and leave you plenty of free
lime For a quick refresher before
I he exam, use our Test-NTape'
seriesatanyofour 120 centers.
Enroll today Because everyone
knows what the eatty bird gets

'KAPLAN

2 F rmtee needed for 88-87 to share 2 br
apt Free heat S AC. very reasonable rent CM
Carol 353-4312.

PERSONALS
Do you want to help others? You can be a Link
volunteer counselor The Link la a 24 hour a day
crisis Intervention, information and referral
center To find out how you may become a Link
counselor cal 352-5387 Application deadbne
July 1. 1986 Tramrfig starts July 14. 1986
St* the besl Happy Hoursi
Thurs & Fn 5pm-9pm
Free Delivery
ROCKY ROCOCO'S

Typtg ol documents done on Apple computer
word processor Phone 1-748-8877 after
6pm

FOR SALE
Newtove Management-see us lor al your housing needs' 328 S Main. BG 352-5620

la It True You Can Buy Jeeps lor S44 through
the U S. government? Get the facia today* Cal
1-312-742-1142 Ent 1794

■expires 7-2-86»l

Haircut
Hours

Reg. $10 I

$6

closed on Mondays
T, W, TH, • 9:30 - 6:30
Fri. - 9:30 - 7:00
Sat. - 9:30 - 4:00

Does

shampoo

352-6802

118 S. Enterprise

536-3701

2 houses south of Taco Bell

.Classified Information.
Mail-In Form

DEADLINE: Fridays. 11 30 a.m.
{The BG News is not responsible tor postal service delays)
RATES: per ad are 60' per line, $1 80 minimum.
50* extra per ad for bold type.
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line.
PREPAYMENT is required tor all non-university related business and individuals.
NOTICE: The BG News will not be responsible for error due to illegibility or incomplete information Please
come to 214 West Hall immediately if there is an error in your ad The BG News will not be
responsible for typographical errors in classified ads for more than two consecutive insertions.

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
.Phone #

(For billing purposes only)
Please print your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish it to appear:
(Circle-words you wish to appear in bold type)

Classification In which you with your ad to appear:
Wanted
Campus » City Eventa*
_
Help Wanted
Lost * Found
_
For Sal*
Rldai
_
For Rent
Service* Ottered
_
Personals
•Campus/City Event ads arc published tree ol charge tor one day for a non-profit event or meeting only.
Data* of Insertion

Total number of days to appear

Mail to: (On or Off-Campus Mail)
The BG News
214 West Had BGSU
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
(Checks payable to The BG News)
Phone: 372-2601

Wood County Art Show and Sale
Sunday, June 29
Noon to 4 p.m.
Lawn of Wood County Courthouse
* Ail works available for sale by local artists
* Musical eniertainmeni
* Guided tours of the Courthouse
* Light refreshments available for purchase at the Woman's Club
IfraVaWaiaTHalMM

aJMJM mi Be ill

II

FREE
BGSU TRANSFER

not
include

TOLEDO

Suzie

Efficiency Apartments
Ideal for Graduate Students
Futy lumlened Al utn paid
Complete with Color TV a cable
Heated pool
S296 par month
Phone 354-3182 or 352-7385 eves

Open to the public - no admission charge io the show

"Where quality comes first"

Leah

THURSTIN MANOR APARTMENTS
FULLY CARPETED. AIR CONDITIONED.
CABLE TV. FURNISHED. EFFICIENCY AND
LAUNDRY FACILITIES LEASING NOW FOR
SUMMER 1 FALL AT 451 IMURSIIN AVE
ACROSS FROM OFFENHAUER TOWERS
352-6435

Enjoy a leisurely Sunday afternoon at the

1

THE HAIR REPAIR
Lois

Summer Apta. 1 and 2 bdrm apta ar, ...
NOW Cal Newtove Management 352-5820 or
atop in at 328 S Meat

2 Bdrm redwood dreamhouse 11 miles Irom
BG. cathedral ceiling, fireplace Must see'
6692852

Bowling Green

Name
Address
Social Security # or Account #

Need 2 Female students to share house with 6
other students tor coming school year. Phone
352-7366

3 bdrm ranch house in country Good Invest
men! for parents of college atudent Mid $30 s
Ph (4191874-3232 VBR

••ATTENTION BGSU TOUR GUI0ES"
SIGN UP FOR YOUR SUMMER TOURS
TO0AYI
Tour Guide Offke-110 McFall

STUNtlr H l»»UN iOUCATIONAL CENTER 110

The BG News

Looking lor your new apartment? Cal the pro
teealonatai Newtove Management, 328 S
Main. BG 352 5620

WANTED

FOUND Casco kitten m Art Budding with head a
bel cotar on 6-6-66 Caf Carol at 372
-6534 or Nancy at 354-8594

2 bdrm turn apt to sublet lor summer S30O
mo Al uO pd FREE A-C, pool > weight room
Cal 353-5806 or 354-0718

I
I

352-2566 I
■1 l.
■-—■■

(with this coupon)

on any of our merchandise

Jeans N Things

tor Guys I Gals
531 Ridge (across from Mac West)

WINTHROP TERRACE
NOW RENTING FOR
FALL OCCUPANCY
Apartments going fast!!
3 Locations
• Palmer Avenue
• South Summit St.
• Napoleon Road
• One and two bedroom apartments,
furnished and unfurnished
• Heat, water, cable and trash removal,
all included
• On site management
• Full-time maintainence
• Swimming pools
• Close to grocery stores, shopping and banks

New for FALL '86
FREE STUDENT EXPRESS TOKENS
PROVIDED FOR TENANTS
Office: 400 Napoleon Rd.
9-5 weekdays, Saturdays 10-3
Managers: Bill and Debi Bruce

